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Much of the literature on exclusive bus lanes pertains to how these lanes might induce shifts in mode 
choice by prioritizing bus travel, sometimes at the expense of degrading travel by car; e.g. (1).  A separate 
line of research theorized that the conversion of regular-use lanes to bus-only lanes can, in certain 
circumstances, improve travel for cars as well buses, even in the absence of modal shifts (2).  By 
removing buses from queues and putting them in their own, faster-moving lanes, target service 
frequencies can be maintained with fewer buses; which mean that fewer bus lanes are needed; which 
mean that more lanes can be left for the exclusive use of cars.  
 However, these Pareto improvements were predicted in (2) only when converted lanes enjoyed 
rather high bus flows; and only by relying upon a so-called “smoothing effect” which describes the 
network capacity gained when distinct travel modes are segregated into their own lanes.   With this 
segregation, disruptive vehicular interactions are diminished, which can generate higher bottleneck 
capacities (3,4).  In efforts to garner the kinds of high-level insights that can guide large-scale planning 
decisions, street networks were modeled in (2) as rotationally-symmetric, closed-loop beltways operating 
in the steady-state.1   
 The present work follows lines of thought that are similar to those in (2), in that it too: models the 
impacts of converting regular lanes to bus lanes on rotationally-symmetric beltways; and assumes that 
travel demands for buses and cars are not subject to shifts from one mode to the other.  However, the 
present work recognizes that rush periods are invariably characterized by non-steady-state conditions; i.e. 
the early part of a rush is typically characterized by travel demand that exceeds beltway capacity, such 
that beltway queues expand; while the later part is characterized by demand that falls below capacity, 
such that queues gradually disappear.  It turns out that these non-steady-state realities can be favorable to 
bus lanes, meaning that lane conversions can sometimes improve travel for buses and cars, even if one 
ignores the smoothing effect. 

ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS   
We assume now a set of conditions that might describe the operation of jitney buses in a city within the 
developing world, albeit in idealized fashion.  Contrary to (2), it is assumed that the number of bus trips 
made during the rush is fixed, irrespective of whether some lanes are given to buses.  Each bus: enters a 
beltway network during the rush; serves assigned portions of the network; then exits.  The points from 
which buses and cars enter the beltway are uniformly distributed over its boundary.  When buses and cars 
share the same lanes, both modes compete for available road capacity to enter and circulate through the 
beltway.  When some lanes are instead set-aside for buses, those buses enter and circulate without delay, 

                                                            
1 The beltway is a good representation of a congested downtown street network. For example, the beltway’s on- and 
off-ramps can represent the downtown’s access and egress points: the shorter the downtown’s block lengths, the 
greater the number of beltway ramps. And the beltway’s circumference can be selected so as to account for the 
downtown’s total available road space.  
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one or more beltway lanes are given over to buses.   
 The darker-shaded area at the bottom of the graph highlights the combinations of tr and λ for 
which bus lanes increase the person-hours traveled by car on the network, and even the total person-hours 
traveled by both modes combined, as compared against not setting aside any lanes for bus-use only.  The 
finding comes despite the advantages that bus lanes extend to bus travelers.  The lighter-shaded region 
directly atop denotes combinations for which the bus lanes still increase the person-hours traveled by car, 
but diminish the total hours traveled via both modes combined. Very importantly, the large unshaded 
portion of the graph shows where bus lanes diminish not only the combined total hours traveled but the 
hours traveled by cars as well.   
 Car-hours diminish in these latter cases because by enabling buses to travel faster, the bus lanes 
mean that the total collection of bus tours will end earlier in the rush.  Thereafter, all lanes are given over 
for car travel, and cars no longer compete with rush-period buses for beltway capacity2.    
 The findings are even more favorable to bus lanes when one considers the smoothing effect.  
Other illustrative analyses and other insights are offered in the full paper.           
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2 The bus lanes are not Pareto improving in these cases because car travelers during the early part of the rush incur 
greater delays owing to the fewer number of beltway lanes available to them. Happily, these added delays are more 
than compensated by the delay savings that cars enjoy later in the rush.  


